Dr Gerjon Hannink

A knowledgeable and humble researcher that always manages to combine hard work with a laugh!

The go-to source when dealing with statistical challenges, R-issues or when you want to develop a prediction model.

Stan Wijn, and many many others
Getty Huisman – de Waal

**NURSE**
- COVID-19 hero
- Experience for other roles

**TEACHER**
- Evidence-Based Nursing
- MANP
- Clinical expertise
- Improvements

**RESEARCHER**
- Grants & innovations
- Knowledge-able
- Exposure in media and journals

**SUPERVISOR**
- Personal & accessible
- Visionary
- Inspirator
- Life & work balance
- BBQ
Jakko van Ingen

- **Supportive** – He always makes time when we need him
- **Encouraging** – He is our biggest fan
- **Teamwork** – He makes sure everyone is there to support each other
Dennis Janssen

- Fun
- Actively involved
- Empathetic
- Heart of the department
- Ideal supervisor
- Encouraging
- Group bonding
- Good sense of humor
- Positive

Always available

Institute for Health Sciences
Radboudumc
Prof. dr. Bas Loomans

- Founder of the “Radboud Tooth Wear Project”
- Loves Beers!
- Creates opportunities for PhD-candidates
- Great clinician
- Enthousiastic mode: 100%
- Cheerful
- He calls, he sends messages, he never looses contact

Shamir, Hilde, Eva, Ke, Verônica, Luuk
Dr. René Melis

- Bottom-up project management and supervision
- Attention for wellbeing and future career
- Always looks on the bright side!
- Dedicated to learning/growth
- Encouraging
- Cooperative mindset
- Considerate of personal life
dr. ir. J. Naaldenberg

Ensures everything runs smoothly, takes time and responsibility, inspiration, practical tips, humourous, motivating, great knowledge & understanding, encouraging, looks out for our wellbeing, great skills & ambition, passionate
Juul van den Reek

- **Low** key
- **High** level of knowledge / responses / commitment / personal approach
- 2021: awarded ‘Cool Supervisor of the Year’
Dr. Philip de Reuver

- “Full of energy and enthusiasm”
- There is always time for coffee with interest in running projects (and you!!)
- Driving force in research meetings for the entire department, Sinterklaas and weekend’s away
- Mentor for all PhD candidates
Camiel Rosman

- Dedication, a critical view and a smile
- Pursues science that makes sense - improving patient care
- Interested on- and off-topic
- Looking after each other
- Fond of coffee, sushi and barbecues
Ioannis Sechopoulos

Ioannis is an outstanding supervisor and a great person, with vision, selflessness, and a constant willingness to help his PhD candidates and postdocs. His level of commitment to his lab, and to each and every person, goes far beyond his duties.